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INTRODUCTION
EMERY COUNTY TRAVEL BUREAU
Emery County is located in east central Utah with the Green River as the eastern boundary & skyline drive on the
wasatch plateau on the western boundary. While most people think the cities of Helper & Price are in our area, our
county line actually starts south of there, making Cleveland & Huntington our northernmost cities. The southern end
lands between Goblin Valley State Park & Hanksville, making Goblin Valley State Park one of the best tourism assets in
Emery County.
The city of Green River, with a population just under 1,000, has the largest concentration of hotels & restaurants in the
county. They have been engaged in the tourism economy for some time because they are located on I-70 and they are
on the National Park route, being 45 minutes from Arches & 90 minutes from Capitol Reef. The city had its largest
growth with the historic missile launch complex but also has a rich ranching and melon farming background. Melon
Days, their city celebration, is their largest tourism events.
On the opposite end of the county we have the Castle Valley communities. Nestled between The San Rafael Swell & the
Wasatch Plateau, the Castle Valley communities have the larger population density with almost 10,000 people across 10
communities. Four of those communities are actively engaged in expanding their economies from mineral extraction and
ranching to also include tourism. We have seen a growth of short term rentals as well as resorts.
As outlined in the Emery County Travel Bureau's
(ECTB) Destination Development Plan, as we look to
grow the tourism economy in the county, "The
Emery County of 2031 may look a little different, but
it will still feel like the Emery we all love; open,
spacious, and undiscovered, with a renewed sense of
place and opportunity for all."

Most of Emery County’s visitor attractions
are outdoor recreation based, like Joe’s Valley
Reservoir & the San Rafael Swell

While Green River has been engaged in tourism for some time, the ECTB is relatively new in fully engaging the
economic opportunity. In 2017, the county went through a rebranding project (attached). However, the brand was
created with the tagline "The Playground is Open" which is very problematic when thinking about resonating recreation
missions in messaging. So in 2019, ECTB also created a social media guide (attached), also used as our "voice" guide.
We have also done a destination development plan (attached) and a recreation audit/plan (can provide upon request).
The ECTB is now ready to move forward from its planning stage and hire professionals to help create a sustainable
tourism future.
The ECTB is a small office that functions under the advice of a travel board & approvals by the county commission. It
also has one full time staff, who is also the director of the Museum of the San Rafael, two part time staff, an office
manager & community & partner relations staff. We also contract out event coordination, support, & recruitment with
one person. Additionally, the office acts as admin & funding support for the trails committee.
Most of Emery County's visitor attractions are outdoor recreation based, like Joe's Valley Reservoir & bouldering area as
well as the San Rafael Swell. We have 4 State Parks; Huntington, Millsite, Green River, & Goblin Valley. There are also
two golf courses and museums, one each on either side of the county. Our visitor guide is attached to show all the
assets we're currently promoting.

THE BRAND
These principles are helpful in
guiding our process and
gut-checking the tone of the
collateral
and roll-out of the new brand.
They act as a guiding constellation for the visual brand journey.

that isn’t just about “come here,
use our resources, spend some
money, and head back to your
home” but it’s about building
relationships with the local
community and those who love to
play here.

“Within The Swell, you'll find
endless opportunities to ride,
climb, camp, hike or paddle.
Within our vast expanse, you'll
find rugged ATV trails, off-the-grid
camping, and plenty of rock
formation eye candy. And while
our gravel roads make getting
here a little more exciting, that's
kind of the whole point, right?”

ECTB’s marketing goal is to have
a sustainable outdoor recreation
based tourism economy. Giving
new life to a rural economy
through thoughtful development
of a tourism culture and recreation infrastructure. Economic,
tourism-based growth done right,
centered on community and the
landscapes.

ECTB wants to continue executing
a marketing strategy and calendar that focuses on positive
responsible recreation, shines a
spotlight on local businesses,
highlights our community, shares
travel resources, and engages
with 'ambassadors.'

Through the brand exploration
process, four key brand principles
were identified: layered, fun,
rugged, & rebellious

Using social media to create
funnels and pathways from
‘catchy outdoor photo’ to local
businesses, accommodations,

“When you come to
the Swell, you’re not
just a visitor, you’re
part of this place.
Remember to keep it
Swell out there.”

“When you come to the Swell,
you’re not just a visitor, you’re
part of this place. Remember to
keep it Swell out there.”

GOALS, MEASURES,
METRICS & BUDGET
GOALS
In the years prior to Covid we saw a As outlined in our brand guides, as
steady increase of TRT funds. In
we grow our brand awareness we
2020 we had a 31% decrease
also want to harness or encourage
followed by a 113% increase
responsible recreation & a care for
between 2020 & 2021.
our local community and environment increasing our quality of visitor
The San Rafael Swell had historically ethics. The ECTB would also like to
been a hidden recreation area for
distribute visitation to other seasons
Utah natives and while the increased and see longer stays.
revenue is good, the ECTB is more
interested in developing a strategy
In essence, we want to increase
that identifies a quantitative maximeaningful visitorship without
mum threshold. This threshold
overwhelming local communities and
would represent an increase in
businesses while presenting Emery
visitations, while also representing
County authentically on all media.
the objective of controlled and
MEASURES & METRICS
responsible growth. For example, we
may identify a goal of increasing our Emery County is committed to
visitation by 30%. Setting this goal campaign measurables, and building
a strong tourism brand for our area.
comes from a qualitative and
The desire is to have more sustainquantitative analysis that shows a
30% increase will be the maximum able year-round tourism and extend
increase allowable without compro- average length of stay, while
mising the quality of experience for increasing our TRT and TRCC
revenues. Resources will be availboth the visitor and the residents.
The work considered under this RFP able to the awarded agency that
would include a strategy that would; give access to data platforms that
identify the maximum threshold, the track visitors based on visitor
strategy to reach the threshold, and tracking data and website analytic
access. The agency is responsible
also a strategy to help prevent
for all other data tools to help track
surpassing the threshold. For
and prove marketing strategies are
example, the strategy may include
successful i.e. Expedia, Adara, etc.
an aggressive marketing campaign
that is used until the increased

TRT (lodging tax) and TRCC
percentage is 15%. At this point, a
(restaurant tax) revenues
less aggressive campaign is used

Advertising performance analytics
until the increase reaches 20%. At
and tracking (ongoing)
the 20% mark, the strategy calls for 
Community sentiment towards
a minimal marketing strategy and
tourism and its impacts
focuses more on natural/generic
(conducted by the county)
growth in visitation. The strategy

Economic, infrastructure and
will also consider timeframes in
ecological impact
reaching these benchmarks.
(conducted by the county)

BUDGET
The estimated budget in the scope
of work for the selected agency is
anticipated to be between $125,000
to $250,000 for the yearly budget.
This amount may vary from year to
year based on grants received and
on the budget recommended by the
ECTB, contingent on approval by the
Emery County Board of Commissioners. It will also increase based on
the marketing efforts' success in an
increase in Transient Room Tax. We
recognize this will be a challenging
budget initially but are looking for
the companies that are interested in
not only the contract but the
challenge and opportunity to be in
the grassroots effort of a newly
expanding area.
Currently, ECTB has internal staff
execute organic social posts. ECTB
also works with other third-party
sources for website redesign and
development (currently in the works
and will not be complete until early
summer), brochure printing, visitor
guides, etc. ECTB is open to discussions on integrating some of these
services with respondent(s) if it
makes sense and is cost effective.
Once an agency is awarded, further
discussion on final budgets for 2022
and 2023 will be finalized and an
exact amount available will be
provided.

SCOPE & EVALUATION

- SCOPE OF WORK -

- EVALUATION OF PROPOSAL -

The purpose of this Request for Proposal is to
hire an agency to work with ECTB in providing
marketing and creative services, as well as
media planning and buying. The agency will
work closely with ECTB’s team on all aspects of
marketing service needs and requests. The
agency’s responsibilities shall include, but not be
limited to the following:

Technical Experience (25%)
Demonstrated expertise and available support in
specific RFP selected:

Relevant experience in tourism and services
desired.

Government experience.

Approach to familiarize their agency with ECTB
to effectively execute services.

CREATIVE
Assist in writing funding proposals & reports
(eg. grant narratives - written and visual)

Developing individual campaigns

Copy for print and video script

Persona & Targeting Development

Photo & Video

Social Management


Marketing Automation
Print

Geo-targeting

PPC



VALUE ADD
Anything we haven’t mentioned



Responsiveness of proposal (25%)
Proposal has demonstrated to be a good fit
for ECTB and has provided evidence of
appropriateness and value in the services
recommended.

Proposal deliverables are most desired by
ECTB based on the information outlined here.


Cost of Agency’s Proposal (25%)
Overall value of cost of the proposal including
agency fees and services recommended.

Overall cost value of agency services with
commission, retainer fees, hourly rates, and/or
all other fees asked to outline for all services
being offered or mentioned in the proposal.
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MEDIA BUY
Influencers

OTT

Display Ads

SEO


Qualifications of Staff (25%)
Appropriateness of assigned staff to account.

Cite relevant experience & credentials.


Two copies of proposal and prefered contract
must be submitted to:
Emery County Clerk/Auditor: Brenda Tuttle
75 E. Main St, Castle Dale, UT 84513
As well as an electronic copy to:
BrendaT@Emery.Utah.Gov (435) 381-3550
Due by Fri, May 20, 2022 before 5 pm MST.
If you have any questions email:
AdrianaC@Emery.Utah.Gov
ACCEPTANCE OF PROPOSAL
Emery County will evaluate all proposals to
determine acceptance or rejection of the
proposal. Pursuant to this RFP a contract will
be executed and signed by Emery County.
SCHEDULE FOR RFP PROCESS
RFP Issued
Date RFP is posted

May 9, 2022

Closing
for receipt of proposal

May 20, 2022

Open Submissions
in public meeting

May 25, 2022

Presentation
at Travel Board meeting

May 25, 2022

Selection
of final proposal

May 31, 2022

PROCUREMENT RULES
Emery County will award a contract in reliance
upon the information contained in proposals
submitted in response to the RFP. Emery County
will be legally bound only when and if there is a
definitive signed agreement with the awarded
contractor. It is important that any person who
signs a proposal or contract on behalf of a
Contractor’s organization certifies that he or she
has the authority to so act. The successful
Contractor who has their proposal accepted may
be required to answer further questions and
provide further clarification of their proposal and
responses.
Receiving this RFP or responding to it does not
entitle any entity to participate in services or
transactions resulting from or arising in connection with this RFP. Emery County shall have no
liability to any person or entity under or in
connection with this RFP, unless and until Emery
County and such person shall have executed and
delivered a definitive written agreement.
No oral modifications or amendments to this RFP
or any resulting contract shall be effective, but
such may be modified or amended by a written
agreement signed by the parties. If it becomes
necessary to revise any part of this RFP, an
addendum will be provided to all who received
an RFP.
If you have any questions contact:
AdrianaC@Emery.Utah.Gov
954-816-0206

TheSwellUtah.com

INSTRUCTION FOR SUBMISSION

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Destination Development Plan
Brand Guideline
Marketing Brand Guideline
Tourism Recreation Audit & Plan
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Introduction
In Summer of 2020, a Destination Development planning group convened by the Utah Office of Tourism and Emery
County met for seven sessions to understand Emery County’s visitors, describe the current-state visitor experience,
envision the future-state visitor experience in 2031, identify Emery County’s competitive position, identify key strategies
to bring the envisioned future to life over three phases, and agree on a system for ongoing plan management. The
contents of this document are rooted in the idea expressed in the following graphic, namely, that a deliberate shaping
of the Emery County experience will result in a better quality of life for its residents.

Growth in
Tax Base

Infrastructure
& Service

Quality of Life in
Emery County

Shaping the Emery
County Experience

Visitor
Spend

Things to
do and see

How to Use This Plan
This plan contemplates a ten-year timeframe, ending in
2031. It begins with a Vision of what will be different in
Emery County if we are successful in shaping a compelling
destination and a thriving visitor economy. A Competitive
Position, helping Emery County understand what it—
uniquely—has to share with potential visitors (page 8).

In order to ensure Emery County’s Destination Imperatives
and Strategies track toward success, a Destination
Development Committee dedicated to the implementation
of this plan should be formed. The membership of this group
will need to be inclusive of a selection of stakeholders (see
“Collective Impact Model, page 28)

This work is centered around 8 “Destination Imperatives”—
those things that must be accomplished if the plan is to
be successful. Each of these Imperatives is supported by
a set of Destination Strategies that are distributed over
three phases. There are 51 Destination Strategies overall.
Phase 1, Catalyze the Brand and Align the Industry (page
12), covers the first three years of the plan and includes
21 strategies. Phase 2, Capitalize on Momentum and Lay
Foundations (page 18), covers years 4-6 and includes 18
strategies. Phase 3, Solidfy the Destination Experience
(page 24) covers years 7-10 and includes the final 12
strategies. While Emery County may work on several
strategies at a time, each is denoted by a number that
indicates the order in which they should be phased. The
timeframes for the three phases are approximate but should
serve as a guide to the major divisions of work.

Regular meetings of the Destination Development
Committee will track progress and—more importantly—
identify opportunities for course correction. Small teams
should be identified to undertake each of the strategies
underway at a given time. These teams should identify
the action steps necessary, know when the strategy has
been successful and regularly report their progress to the
Destination Development Committee.
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This plan is not meant to be an inflexible to-do list. Rather,
it should be thought of as the “best guess” for the work to
be done over the coming ten years. These assumptions
should be tested regularly by the Destination Development
Committee. At the five-year mark, a major re-alignment
meeting should be held to consider whether major course
corrections are necessary, either due to unforeseen
setbacks or due to more speedy accomplishment of the
plan’s goals.
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D E S T I N AT I O N V I S I O N :

Emery County in 2031
In 2031, Emery County, Utah will officially be on the map
as a must-see destination. Because of the work initiated
in 2020, tourism will have evolved into a key industry by
leveraging the County’s convenient geographic position
along main routes of Western travel and its unique outdoor
recreational opportunities. The Swell will be synonymous
with undiscovered adventure and escape, drawing visitors
who seek the solace of open spaces and respite from more
popular and crowded Utah experiences. The county will
have evolved from a waypoint of Western travel to a bucket
list destination for all those drawn to the outdoors.
Ten years from now, The Swell is an outdoor destination.
Climbers from all corners of the world will chose Emery
County seeking world-class, yet uncrowded climbing and
bouldering experiences. Hikers, mountain bikers and those
just looking for silence among the stars, will enjoy ample
camping options and expanded trail systems, highlighted
by marked routes and informed by accessible information
and guidance about the area and all it has to offer. Those
looking for more creature comforts, will find modern RV
spaces, quaint hotels, or have the option to call a local B
and B their temporary home. Whether on the east or west
side of the county, these new authentic lodging options
will respect the culture of Emery while allowing visitors
to experience it like a local. With an eye on keeping the
Swell the uncrowded experience that it is, recreational
management will have made its way into Emery, with
reservation systems that ensure residents can continue
to experience their home the way they intended, while
ensuring visitors get the experience the brand promises.
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From wherever Emery’s visitors chose to call home the next
best experience is much closer than you think. Guided by a
well designed, county-wide wayfinding system, visitors will
have multiple itineraries to chose from, whether new day of
experiences on the Green River, the wedge overlook, prehistoric wonders, or a fresh melon. Regardless of what each
visitor choses, it will be clear, they have lots of choices.
Information and experience curation won’t stop on the road
either, The Swell website will be the main source of all
things Emery, with interactive itineraries, detailed outdoor
recreation and wilderness maps, and the Top 10 Best of
Emery; all optimized to ensure any potential visitor doesn’t
miss anything Emery.
As new adventurers and soul seekers discover Emery,
new revenues bring wealth into the community. This new
demand affords new opportunity for Emery County to
monetize tourism beyond its rest stops and waypoints.
Downtowns and main streets begin to spring back to
life with façade updates, new business, and new faces.
Outfitters and guides begin to see Emery as an opportunity.
New customers influence new restaurants, retail options
and pop-up shops, all supported by business-friendly
zoning regulations, tax incentives, and local promotion
and economic participation. As revenues grow, residents
begin to see the benefit of added town resources. Whether
infrastructure updates, social programs, or tax relief, every
Emery County resident will have begun to see tourism as
a glass half full.
The Emery County of 2031 may look a little different, but
it will still feel like the Emery we all love; open, spacious,
and undiscovered, with a renewed sense of place and
opportunity for all.
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Competitive Position

Emery County and “The Swell” sit at the intersection of solace and outdoor adventure, with easy access to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dispersed, remote camping and wilderness opportunities
Untapped and uncrowded desert river recreation
World renowned bouldering sites, rock climbing routes, and OHV trails
Nationally recognized prehistoric and historic sites
Breathtaking night skies and geological attractions
Major arteries connecting Salt Lake City, Moab, Colorado and Southern California
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THE EXPLORERS

Visitor Profiles

S O R Tagency.
I N G T HThis
E CO
R Eis Ecentered
X P L O Raround
ER SEGMENTS
Four visitor profiles were previously developed by HUB, a Portland based marketing
plan
activating the Adventurer and the Soul Seeker visitor segments by considering the strengths and challenges around trip
planning, arrival, in-market experience, departure and post-departure.
Focusing on finding common ground between different Explorers, we sorted them

T H E A DV E N T U R E R S

THE SOUL SEEKERS

The adventurer is motivated by the thrill of
nature as a playground. They like to explore
with gear: mountain bike, climbing shoes,
raft or ATV.

They travel for solace and to commune
with the outdoors. The surrounding
nature provides time and space for
introspection and discovery.

M O U N TA I N
BIKERS

THE

E XRT R
EXPLORE
SE M E S P O R T
FOLKS
CLIMBERS/
C A N YO N E E R S

DIRT BIKERS/ATVs

WEEKENDERS

YO U N G FA M I L I E S

HORSE RIDERS

ARTISTS

FOREIGN TOUR
GROUPS

RO
N

WILDERNESS
B A C K PA C K E R S

WRITERS

GEOLOGISTS
(O I L )

TOUR
(

BOULDER-ERS
TRAIL RUNNERS

ng common ground between different Explorers, we sorted them into four groups.

En route to their next destination,
they are seeking sustenance
and entertainment to break the
monotony of a long road trip.

DERS

ARTISTS

FOREIGN TOUR
GROUPS

ROCK ART
NERDS

ESS
KERS

WRITERS

GEOLOGISTS
(O I L )

TOUR GROUPS
(USA)

COLLEGE GROUPS

CREATIVE
RETREATS

RS

A LT E R N AT I V E
SPRING BREAKERS

EMPT Y NESTERS

Bonding with the group, whether a part
of a young family, a group of geologists, a
gang of motorcyclists or an organized tour
group, these folks are looking to learn and
experience the west in tandem with others.

GEOLOGISTS
( E D U C AT I O N )

COLLEGE GROUPS

RETIRED COUPLES
IN RVS

T H E PA S S E R S BY

YO U N G FA M I L I E S

NERS

A LT E R N AT I V E
SPRING BREAKERS

T H E PAC K

WEEKENDERS

S

GEO
(EDU

HIKERS

CAMPERS

el for solace and to commune
outdoors. The surrounding
rovides time and space for
spection and discovery.

Bonding with the group, whe
of a young family, a group of g
gang of motorcyclists or an orga
group, these folks are looking to
experience the west in tandem

RAFTERS

S O R T I N G T H E CO R E E X P L O R E R S E G M E N T S

SOUL SEEKERS

T H E PAC K

BIKER DUDE
TRUCKERS

A MTR AK RIDE RS

I-70 TRAVELERS

SNOW BIRDS

RETIRED COUPLES
IN RVS

STERS
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Destination Imperatives
Activate The Swell Brand
Update The SWELL’s brand presence on social
media channels and web assets
1.11 Develop and launch a destination stewardship,
education, and marketing campaign
1.16 Pursue opportunities for Table Events and
Sponsorships
1.20 Phase 1: Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
2.2 Phase 1: Create niche user media strategy
that leverages THE SWELL’s unique outdoor
recreation assets
2.9 Evaluate channels and opportunities to
merchandise The Swell brand
3.1
Re-evaluate new visitor targets, segments,
and profiles
3.2 Phase 2: Create niche outdoor recreation
user social marketing campaign using
athletes or influencers
3.7 Phase 2: Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

1.6

Develop and Steward Emery County’s
Outdoor Recreational Experience
Collaborate and engage in the development and
prioritization of the Public Land Solution’s (PLS)
plan and its proposed strategies and actions
1.2 Develop guidance and communicate best
practices on the use of Emery’s public lands
1.18 Evaluate grant/state/federal funding opportunities
to support a tiered implementation of the PLS and
Destination Development Plans
1.21 Evaluate opportunities to ensure resident priority
and access to certain lands and experiences
2.5 Advocate for a Public Land Lease strategy to
increase county control of valuable tourism
attractions and assets
2.17 Collaborate and develop Search and Rescue
support programs
1.1

Build the Green River Experience
1.5
1.13
1.19
2.4

Phase 1: Develop and promote river itineraries
Engage and advocate with various land managers
to assess/influence future river development plans
Explore opportunities to “subsidize/incentivize”
River rental experiences
Enhance the Visitor Information Center
experience at the River History Museum
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Conduct a gap assessment of river experiences
and associated river recreation businesses
2.12 Conduct environmental impact study of current
and potential future high traffic areas along the
Green River
3.3 Fund and implement River Restoration Project to
include private land and camping opportunities
3.5 Recruit and incentivize river rental businesses and
day of guides and outfitters
3.10 Update multi-use, multi-day and day of river itineraries
2.11

Support Small Businesses and Preserve
Emery’s Community
1.7
1.8
2.13

2.15

2.16

2.18
3.8

3.9

3.12

Increase capabilities to align economic
development and tourism support in the county
Inventory and promote small business resources
and support programs
Expand revolving loan fund to support the
expansion and improvement of small businesses
and the main street experience
Conduct zoning analysis to improve main street
opportunities and preserve the balance of
commercial and recreational space
Advocate for the improvement of main street
zoning to incentivize new business ventures and
protect from unwanted development
Advocate for the creation and preservation of
affordable housing to protect the local workforce
Explore the creation of a mentoring program
or startup accelerator program for small
businesses and main street businesses
Evaluate and advocate for incentives to sell or
redevelop vacant or underutilized properties in
the county
Support investment in the creation and
preservation of affordable housing
Pursue opportunities to monetize
tourism and secure additional funding

1.3

1.4
1.10

Update and correct county retail opportunity
content on key third-party digital assets (Google,
The Swell, Yelp)
Update outdoor recreation itineraries to promote
local retail and dining options
Evaluate PLS’s Recreational Analysis and County
plans to identify opportunities to align tourism
reserves with local destination development
strategies

Pursue opportunities to secure or expand grant
writing capabilities
2.10 Pursue public/private partnerships to develop
pop-up/guerilla advertising campaigns for local
businesses
3.4 Advocate for county-wide city adoption of a
RAP tax
3.6 Evaluate potential corporate sponsorship
programs centered in outdoor recreation
1.17

Support and Educate Emery County’s
Tourism Industry
1.12

2.6
2.7

2.8

Create an outreach and engagement plan to
identify and activate local champions and user
groups to serve as ambassadors and volunteers
for the tourism industry and its development
Conduct and evaluate a stakeholder and business
needs assessment to identify potential areas of support
Coordinate with county/state economic
development agencies and various business
chambers and associations to identify resources
for stakeholders
Co-create main street marketing cooperative
programs to increase awareness and foot traffic

Update Tourism Industry Support
Infrastructure and Wayfinding Systems
Update digital wayfinding and destination
information to improve access to and the accuracy
of existing assets
2.3 Evaluate PLS Recreational Analysis to identify top
destination development opportunities requiring
enhanced wayfinding support
2.14 Evaluate and invest in tourism growth impacts on
county infrastructure
3.11 Create a branded master wayfinding plan for
county tourism

1.9

Coordinate Emery County’s Event Strategy
1.14
1.15

2.1

Evaluate and inventory county event spaces,
condition and capacity constraints
Design and promote niche outdoor recreation
event portfolio as a flywheel to post COVID
recovery
Create and coordinate existing county wide
event calendar to influence cross-promotion and
collaboration of county events
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PHASE ONE

0–3 Years

Catalyze the Brand and
Align the Industry

1.1
PLS plan
collaboration

1.7
Align
economic
development
and tourism
support

1.3
Update retail
opportunity
content
1.5
River
itineraries

1.4
Update outdoor
recreation
itineraries
1.2
Public land
guidance

1.13
Land
manager
engagement
1.9
Digital
wayfinding
and
destination
information

1.6
Update The
SWELL’s
digital
presence

1.8
Small
business
resources
and support
programs

1.11
Destination
stewardship
campaign

1.10
Evaluate
PLS’s
Recreational
Analysis and
County plans
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1.19
Subsidize/
incentivize
River rental
experiences
1.15
Niche
outdoor
recreation
event
portfolio

1.12
Activate local
champions and
user groups

1.21
Resident
priority land
access
1.17
Grant writing
capabilities

1.16
Table
events and
sponsorships
1.14
Evaluate county
event spaces

1.18
PLS and
Destination
Development
Plan funding

1.20
SEO
Optimization
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PHASE ONE

0–3 Years

Catalyze the Brand and
Align the Industry
The first phase of Emery County’s Destination Development plan is focused on establishing strong brand and experience
foundations. These efforts are primarily targeted at building brand awareness of The Swell, bolstering visitor information
to help travelers understand options and use Emery County’s outdoor assets responsibly, and beginning the required
groundwork of expanding Emery County’s future tourism experience through planning and stakeholder engagement.
These efforts are designed to capitalize of existing assets, drive incremental lift in visitation, and begin driving increased
tax revenues to the county.
1.1 Collaborate and engage in the development and
prioritization of the Public Land Solution’s (PLS)
plan and its proposed strategies and actions
Emery County is currently engaged in an assessment
of its public lands and their potential role in the future
development of the county’s outdoor recreation
infrastructure. Collaborating on this effort is an
important first step in building the destination and
identifying priorities.
Partners and Resources: PLS Plan Stakeholders
1.2 Develop guidance and communicate best
practices on the use of Emery’s public lands
Much of Emery County is public land and the majority of
travelers are less aware of how to properly access and
utilize these assets. Emery County has an opportunity
to better inform visitors and educate visitors on public
land use and stewardship best practices. This update is
focused on providing clear information about public lands
across the main visitor touchpoints (website, itineraries,
maps, brochures, etc.)
Partners and Resources: BLM, State Public Lands , PLS
UOT, Kate Boue
1.3 Update and correct county retail opportunity
content on key third-party digital assets (google, the
swell, yelp)
Today, most people get their travel information from
digital sources. While Utah still has a significant number
of visitors who are informed about opportunities by
word of mouth, it is still important to ensure the correct
information, tailored to a strategy, is easily accessible
online. Auditing Emery County’s current online presence
and information to ensure the accurate inclusion of retail
and dining opportunities should help drive awareness
and traffic to places visitors can spend and contribute to
county revenues.
Partners and Resources: Retail and Mainstreet
Businesses
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1.4 Update outdoor recreation itineraries to promote
local retail and dining options
People come to Emery County for its outdoor
recreation assets. Its dining and retail opportunities
are not top of mind for most visitors. Updating the
county’s outdoor recreation itineraries to clearly
communicate the availability of retail and dining
options should help drive incremental traffic to
existing businesses rather than allowing visitor spend
to leak outside of county lines.
Partners and Resources: Restaurant and Retail
Business Owners
1.5 Phase 1: Develop and promote river itineraries
Itineraries are often an easy way to curate a visit.
They allow visitors to fully understand options and
easily plan their visit. Activating the Green River
through promoted itineraries is a necessary first step
in developing the Green River experience. Promoted
itineraries will hopefully drive incremental traffic to the
river in early phases, setting the foundation for broader
river activation further down the line as demand and
visitation increases.
Partners and Resources: Parks and Rec, Private
Landowners, Public Lands
1.6 Update The SWELL’s brand presence on social
media channels and web assets
Improving web-assets continues as Emery County
begins to update The Swell’s online brand presence.
The Swell brand has the potential to drive awareness of
Emery County as a viable travel destination, especially in
outdoor markets. Ensuring the brand is well represented
across social media and websites is a first step to
utilizing the power of the brand to drive incremental
visitation to The Swell.

1.7 Increase capabilities to align economic
development and tourism support in the county
Tourism is an industry that has the potential to enhance
the local economy, increase a sense of place, and
improve quality of life for residents and businesses alike.
Ensuring that tourism is integrated into the county’s
economic development strategy is imperative to success
of this plan. Not only will it ensure alignment of resources
but open up opportunities to further develop local tourism
infrastructure.
Partners and Resources: County and City Economic,
Development Departments
1.8 Inventory and promote small business resources
and support programs
Regardless of current visitation levels, support resources
for existing and aspiring small businesses should be
identified and promoted. The vitality of local small
businesses is directly tied to the attractiveness and
competitiveness of the destination.
Partners and Resources: County and City Economic,
Development Departments, Local SBDCs, State
Agencies
1.9 Update digital wayfinding and destination
information to improve access to and the accuracy
of existing assets
In order to convert its online brand and reputation into
visits and increased spending, the county needs to
update its digital wayfinding information to help visitors
more easily find where to go and how to get there. With
much of the county’s experiences being off the beaten
path, clear navigation of the county and its attractions is
necessary for a positive visitor experience.
1.10 Evaluate PLS’s Recreational Analysis
and County plans to identify opportunities to
align tourism reserves with local destination
development strategies
Emery County has completed a multitude of plans over
the years. Within these plans, the development and
use of the county’s public lands is ever present, as
are other economic development activities that align
with the promotion and development of tourism as
an industry. Highlighting potential areas of alignment
and action will help leverage existing work and deploy
available resources.
Partners and Resources: PLS Recreational Analysis,
County Planning Department, Parks and Rec, State
Lands, BLM

1.11 Develop and launch a destination stewardship,
education, and marketing campaign
By now Emery County is seeing lift in visitation. With
more people coming to The Swell and other county
natural assets, education becomes imperative to
the sustainability and stewardship of these assets.
Launching a stewardship campaign will help with this
effort and ensure the lands Emery County and its
residents love, remain the treasures they are.
Partners and Resources: BLM, State Lands, PLS
Recreational Analysis, UOT, Katie Boue
1.12 Create an outreach and engagement plan to
identify and activate local champions and user
groups to serve as ambassadors and volunteers for
the tourism industry and its development
Continuing the promotion of tourism as an important
economic sector is a key step in garner broader
support for the industry. Creating an outreach and
engagement plan that identifies local champions and
user groups will ensure tourism’s continued seat at the
table and provide added capacity to help get projects
accomplished on the ground.
Partners and Resources: PLS Recreational Analysis,
Local Volunteer Groups, Trail Committees
1.13 Engage and advocate with various land
managers to assess/influence future river
development plans
The Green River is one of Emery County’s best tourism
assets. Many communities across the Mountain West
built their tourism industry, in part, by developing their
river experience. An early step in the river activation
process is to build relationships and engage with the
various land holders whose participation will be needed
to steward the development of the Green River.
Partners and Resources: PLS Recreational Analysis,
County Planning Dept, Property Owners, BLM , River
Industry Stakeholders
1.14 Evaluate and inventory county event spaces,
condition and capacity constraints
Emery County’s outdoor recreation facilities have
the potential to tap into the growing events market.
Understanding what is available in terms of space,
lodging capacity, and destination management will be an
important first step in developing an events plan.
Partners and Resources: County and City Event
Coordinators Lodging Partners
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1.15 Design and promote niche outdoor recreation
event portfolio as a flywheel to post COVID recovery
Rural outdoor markets are seeing growth as visitors
seek out space away from tight urban centers. This
trend positions Emery County to take advantage of
the reemergence of events by leveraging its outdoor
infrastructure. Using outdoor events to increase
awareness of Emery as an outdoor market to a broader
visitor segment will help drive growth and diversify visitor
spend opportunities.
Partners and Resources: Private Event Companies,
Emery County Event Planners, Lodging Partners
1.16 Pursue opportunities for Table Events and
Sponsorships
Accompanying an event strategy is a corporate
engagement strategy that pursues sponsorships for table
events. Earlier informational strategies will have helped
the conversion rates of these promotional activities.
Partners and Resources: Utah Office of Tourism
1.17 Pursue opportunities to secure or expand grant
writing capabilities
With marketing efforts underway, expanding Emery
County Tourism’s financial resources will be an important
next step. Evaluating opportunities to secure grant writing
capabilities will broaden the resource pool from which
Emery County can draw upon to implement strategies
down the road.
Partners and Resources: Utah Office of Tourism
1.18 Evaluate grant/state/federal funding
opportunities to support a tiered implementation of
the PLS and Destination Development Plans
With grant writing capabilities in hand, it’s time to put
those resources to work by identifying, evaluating
and writing grants that help fund prioritized initiatives,
specifically those strategies identified in this plan and
the PLS plan. Marketing, placemaking, cultural, and
environmental restoration and preservation are areas to
evaluate for potential grant funding.
Partners and Resources: PLS Recreational Analysis,
Project Stakeholders, Utah Office of Tourism
1.19 Explore opportunities to “subsidize/incentivize”
River rental experiences
Currently the county lacks rental businesses to support
its outdoor recreation market. Emery County Tourism
will evaluate opportunities for the county to provide initial
rental services, with the longer-term hope that it helps
create a business case for future private sector rental
investment.
Partners and Resources: State Parks, Emery County
Economic Development, Local Parks and Recreation
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1.20 Phase 1: Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Phase 1 is wrapped up with an investment in SEO
optimization of The Swell site. By now the site is 4 years
old and the market may have changed. Ensuring that the
county’s tourism web assets and keywords are working
to their highest potential to drive awareness of Emery
County and The Swell will be key.
Partners and Resources: $12,000 - $20,000
1.21 Evaluate opportunities to ensure resident
priority and access to certain lands and experiences
As visitation grows and Emery’s brand expands, traffic
will also increase. Evaluating opportunities that give
residents priority to outdoor recreation opportunities
through variable fees and priority reservation status is
imperative to maintain support of residents and protect
the access they have valued for years.
Partners and Resources: BLM, State Public Lands, Residents
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PHASE TWO

4–6 Years

Capitalize on Momentum
and Lay Foundations
Phase 2 of Emery County’s Destination Development shifts focus towards asset development and business support. Phase
2 should have driven increases to county tax revenues and tourism funding. In Phase 2 Emery County puts these dollars
to work by activating the Green River experience, advocating for improved public and private land use, and supporting
local businesses and the community through expanded programming and pro-business advocacy.
2.1 Create and coordinate existing county wide
event calendar to influence cross-promotion and
collaboration of county events
As events grow across the county, ensuring those events
are cross-promoted by stakeholders and scheduled
in a way that stewards the destination, is important.
This effort creates another passive marketing tool
to attract visitation but also provide resident spend
opportunities.
Partners and Resources: Carbon County, Downtowns
etc. Event Facilities
2.2 Phase 1: Create niche user media strategy
that leverages THE SWELL’s unique outdoor
recreation assets
Emery’s niche outdoor markets (rock climbing, OHV,
etc.) present a unique opportunity to build awareness
of the county as a one of a kind, bucket list outdoor
adventure for certain user groups. Creating a marketing
strategy that identifies these groups, builds strong brand
awareness within these niche markets, and increases
conversion is a good first step to build on earlier, more
general, marketing efforts.
Partners and Resources: Niche Outdoor User Groups
2.3 Evaluate PLS Recreational Analysis to identify
top destination development opportunities
requiring enhanced wayfinding support
Priorities of the PLS plan will by now have been
identified, with some projects underway. With wayfinding
systems taking a decent time to plan, fund and
implement, efforts should be made to identify assets and
attractions needing wayfinding support, specifically those
prioritized by the PLS effort. In addition to enhanced
wayfinding for local attractions, this effort should also
promote key local businesses to increase opportunities
for visitor monetization.
Partners and Resources: PLS Recreational Analysis,
UDOT
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2.4 Enhance the Visitor Information Center
experience at the River History Museum
A central place for visitor information is key for any
destination. Green River’s River History Museum has
a Visitor Information Center that already serves this
purpose. Opportunities exist to enhance this experience
and better promote the destination. An enhanced visitor
center can drive increased traffic to the community and
support its tourism growth efforts.
Partners and Resources: River History Museum
2.5 Advocate for a Public Land Lease strategy
to increase county control of valuable tourism
attractions and assets
With much of Emery’s land outside of county control,
evaluating opportunities to acquire a public land lease
will help expand the county’s tourism product. Increased
county controlled land not only has the opportunity to
enhance sites and increase accessibility, but it could
create options for Emery County to better monetize
outdoor recreation through fees.
Partners and Resources: BLM, State Public Lands
2.6 Conduct and evaluate a stakeholder and
business needs assessment to identify potential
areas of support
As tourism grows and visitor traffic increases, demand
for Emery’s businesses will also increase. Supporting
local businesses as demand increases is a key function
of destination development. Understanding the needs
of these stakeholders will be imperative to facilitating
sustainable tourism growth across the county.
Partners and Resources: Local chambers and business
associations, County and City Economic Development Depts.

2.7 Coordinate with county/state economic
development agencies and various business
chambers and associations to identify resources
for stakeholders
Having learned about the needs of county businesses,
the next step will be to identify resources to implement
solutions to their needs. Whether marketing support,
frontline training, or storefront and placemaking grants, a
strategy will need to be developed to align resources with
business needs.
Partners and Resources: Local chambers and business
associations, Local and State Economic Development Depts.
2.8 Co-create main street marketing cooperative
programs to increase awareness and foot traffic
By now growth in visitation will have resulted in an
increased demand for Emery County’s retail and dining.
Small businesses and entrepreneurs will welcome
the support of new co-op programs that help them
capture new customers and sales. A co-op program to
support these stakeholders could include marketing and
promotional support, as well as opportunities to enhance
the curb appeal of businesses.
Partners and Resources: Local Businesses
2.9 Evaluate channels and opportunities to
merchandise The Swell brand
As the cache of The Swell grows, the opportunity will
exist to develop merchandise to monetize the brand and
further promote the destination.
Partners and Resources: Local and state consumer
product and outdoor companies
2.10 Pursue public/private partnerships to develop
pop-up/guerilla advertising campaigns for local
businesses
As awareness of Emery County and visitation grows,
opportunities to convert visitation to local revenues will
increase. Pursuing specialized marketing opportunities
to push visitors toward Emery’s retail and dining
opportunities will be an important tool in reducing
spending leakage.
Partners and Resources: Social Media Influencers, Local
Businesses, Kate Boue ‘

2.11 Conduct a gap assessment of river experiences
and associated river recreation businesses
With an enhanced local brand and an increase in
visitors, the development of outdoor infrastructure
and services is an important part of Phase 2. Having
established Green River as a key visitor attraction,
understanding the gaps in the river experience will
be important to understanding how to develop further
develop the asset and enhance services.
2.12 Conduct environmental impact study of current
and potential future high traffic areas along the
Green River
Completion of an environmental study will be necessary
to fully understand the feasibility of potential development
strategies and the impact of corresponding visitor traffic.
A core priority when developing a natural asset is to
ensure its done in a way that stewards the experience vs.
exploit it.
Partners and Resources: State Hydrologist PLS
Recreational Analysis, Utah State University
2.13 Expand revolving loan fund to support the
expansion and improvement of small businesses
and the main street experience
Main streets are an integral part of any destination. They
serve as hubs for culture assets and business. Providing
stimulus and assistance for existing small businesses to
refurbish and enhance Emery’s main street experience
will be required to support and monetize outdoor
recreation visitors.
Partners and Resources: Local SBDC, Emery County,
Economic Development , Utah State University
2.14 Evaluate and invest in tourism growth
impacts on county infrastructure
Emery County has the opportunity to be proactive
when thinking about the impact tourism has on county
infrastructure (drinking water, wastewater, waste
management, roads, etc). With a few years of growth
under its belt, the county will have an good idea of its
visitor growth rate and the potential constraints it could
place on existing infrastructure. Planning and investing
now for future growth will ensure infrastructure keeps up
with future demand.
Partners and Resources: State and Local Public Works
Depts
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2.15 Conduct zoning analysis to improve main
street opportunities and preserve the balance of
commercial and recreational space
Thinking about the future continues through a lens of
balanced commercial growth. Conducting a zoning
analysis to understand how the county can best facilitate
the development of new businesses, without negatively
impacting the outdoor space is necessary.
Partners and Resources: Emery County Planning Departments
2.16 Advocate for the improvement of main street
zoning to incentivize new business ventures and
protect from unwanted development
With an analysis in hand, advocacy will be required
to protect new businesses and outdoor assets from
unwanted development. This will help preserve the
culture of Emery County for its residents and visitors
by ensuring growth is done in a way that aligns with the
county’s vision and at its own pace.
Partners and Resources: Emery County Planning
Departments
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2.17 Collaborate and develop Search and Rescue
support programs
Increased visitation in outdoor markets naturally places
increased pressure on local search and rescue and
EMT services. Identifying resources and solutions to
proactively manage local safety services is required.
Partners and Resources: Emery County Planning
Departments, County Public Safety Offices
2.18 Advocate for the creation and preservation of
affordable housing to protect the local workforce
A growing tourism industry and expanding economy can
result in increases to cost of living. Ensuring housing
affordability will be critical to keeping a vibrant workforce.
Advocacy for affordable housing will be required to
ensure a sustainable destination and local quality of life.
Partners and Resources: State and County Housing
Authorities, Private Employers
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PHASE THREE

7–10 Years

Solidify the
Destination Experience
Phase 3 is focused on taking Emery County tourism to the next level by leveraging the successes of Phase 1 and 2. This
includes expanded marketing programs targeting niche influencers and itinerary expansion, bolstering community and
business support programs, and pursuing expanded wayfinding programs that connect county assets into one unified
brand. This phase also focuses on mitigating any impacts tourism growth has had over the years, ensuring community
infrastructure and culture are intact and better than ever.
3.1 Re-evaluate new visitor targets, segments,
and profiles
Visitor segments change, the importance of
understanding your visitor does not. This point in the
plan calls for a re-evaluation of Emery County’s core
visitor. This will help ensure marketing strategies are in
line with the evolving visitor profiles, increasing ROI and
conversion, and pushing visitation in the Emery County
to the next level.
3.2 Phase 2: Create niche outdoor recreation
user social marketing campaign using athletes
or influencers
Previous marketing strategies sought to leverage The
Swell and other outdoor recreation assets to target niche
user groups. This strategy goes to the next level by using
athletes or influencers in the niche outdoor recreation
market to promote the destination and broaden the
brands reach.
3.3 Fund and implement River Restoration Project
to include private land and camping opportunities
Preparing for the full activation of the Green River
experience has been underway for years by now.
Private landowners have been engaged, environmental
impacts have been measured, and visitation has grown.
Now is the time to fund and implement the Green River
Restoration Project to expand camping opportunities
and implement preservation measures that ensure a
sustainable river experience.
Partners and Resources: PLS Stakeholders Private
Property Owners, BLM, Green River City
3.4 Advocate for county-wide city adoption of a
RAP tax
Advocating for the adoption of local RAP Taxes
(Recreational, Arts and Parks) across the county will help
bolster the stewardship of the destination by securing
resources to support arts programming, trail building,
and recreational improvements exclusively. As visitation
grows this fund will grow, helping to preserve county
culture and natural resources for years to come.
Partners and Resources: Emery County City Councils,
Emery County Economic Development
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3.5 Recruit and incentivize river rental businesses
and day of guides and outfitters
The activation of the Green River as a top-tier outdoor
asset presents an opportunity to develop the county’s
outdoor retail, rental, and outfitter capacity. A growing
retail market will help monetize the river experience
and drive sales tax revenues to the county. Establishing
incentives that entice entrepreneurs to fill product/service
gaps to take advantage of this emerging market will be
an important step in the growth of the ecosystem.
Partners and Resources: Emery County Economic
Development, Local SBDC, Green River City
3.6 Evaluate potential corporate sponsorship
programs centered in outdoor recreation
The retail and consumer product sector of outdoor
recreation is big business. Evaluating opportunities for
established outdoor brands to sponsor Emery County
programs will help close funding gaps and raise
awareness of the county’s outdoor recreation industry.
Corporate/Business Communities.
Partners and Resources: Emery County Economic
Development
3.7 Phase 2: Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
In earlier phases, The Swell’s webpage and online
presence was optimized for internet searches. As
the local tourism industry grows and develops, steps
should be taken to align current market searches and
keywords with The Swell’s evolved brand. Additional
SEO optimization will help drive new traffic to online
resources and attract the next level of visitors to the
destination.

3.8 Explore the creation of a mentoring program or
startup accelerator program for small businesses
and main street businesses
Previous activities have focused on supporting
small businesses through financial assistance. To
ultimately create a thriving small business community
specific to the tourism industry, creating a culture of
entrepreneurship will be needed. The creation of a
mentoring or accelerator program will further develop the
small business ecosystem in Emery County.
Partners and Resources: Local SBDC Emery County
Economic Development, Utah State Univ
3.9 Evaluate and advocate for incentives to sell or
redevelop vacant or underutilized properties in
the county
Both business growth and the development of outdoor
facilities and assets will require the availability of land.
As the tourism economy expands, ensuring that
resources are available to acquire or redevelop land to
better serve the destination will be an important step to
ensure future growth.
Partners and Resources: Emery County Economic
Development, Emery County Planning, Property Owners
3.10 Update multi-use, multi-day and day of river
itineraries
As the Green River develops into a marque attraction,
developing The Swell’s river itineraries should be
prioritized into order both to accommodate an increase in
visitors but to also manage the experience.
Partners and Resources: BLM, Property Owners

3.11 Create a branded master wayfinding plan for
county tourism
By now many of the PLS recommendations will be
underway or completed. New experiences and retail
opportunities will have sprung up across the county
and The Swell brand will be more widely known and
appreciated. The next step in branding the county
experience is a comprehensive wayfinding system that
guides visitors throughout the county under a consistent
experience. This update includes POI assets, cultural
curations, and many other opportunities yet to be
determined.
Partners and Resources: UDOT, UOT, Emery County
Planning , $300,000
3.12 Support investment in the creation and
preservation of affordable housing
Advocacy should turn to more concrete, collaborative
action to ensure local residents key to the tourism
industry and retail sectors have access to affordable
housing. This community preservation action is
important to maintain Emery County’s sense of
authenticity and community.
Partners and Resources: State and Local Housing
Authorities, Local Businesses
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I M P L E M E N TAT I O N :

Collective Impact Model
Collective Impact is the commitment of a group of actors from
different sectors to a common agenda for solving a specific
social problem, using a structured form of collaboration.
The concept of collective impact hinges on the idea that in
order for organizations to create lasting solutions to social
problems on a large scale, they need to coordinate their
efforts and work together around a clearly defined goal vs.
each approaching the problem individually and in isolation.
The Collective Impact Model will form the basis for ongoing
management of the Plan. The convening (or “backbone”)
organization—Emery County Travel Bureau and Board—
will form a Destination Development Committee and ensure
that all of the necessary representatives come together
on a regular basis to share progress, course-correct, and
strategize next steps. It is important to note that the role of
the backbone organization, Emery County Travel Bureau and Board, is limited to that of a convener—they are often not
the primary decision-maker and have no higher standing than other participants in the process.
Shared Goal Areas
The Shared Goals for the Emery County Destination
Development Plan are the eight Strategic Imperatives:
1. Activate The Swell Brand
2. Develop and Steward Emery County’s Outdoor
Recreational Experience
3. Build the Green River Experience
4. Support Small Businesses and Preserve Emery’s
Community
5. Pursue opportunities to monetize tourism and secure
additional funding
6. Support and Educate Emery County’s Tourism Industry
7. Update Tourism Industry Support Infrastructure and
Wayfinding Systems
8. Coordinate Emery County’s Event Strategy

Cities/
Governments
• Huntington
• Green River
• Castle Dale
• Ferron
• County
Chamber of
Commerce

Back Bone is
Emery County Travel Bureau and Board

Backbone Support Organization
Community
Groups/Orgs
• Public Land
Managers
• County Parks
and Recreation
• Utah Office of
Tourism
• Utah State
University
• Trails Committee
• Public Lands
Council
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Participants should include representatives of the
following municipalities and organizations, at a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Huntington
Green River
Castle Dale
Ferron
Trails Committee
Public Lands Council
County Chamber of Commerce
Public Land Managers
County Parks and Recreation
Utah Office of Tourism
Utah State University

Year One Meeting Cadence
The backbone organization Destination Development
Committee, consisting of Emery County Travel Bureau
and Board and key stakeholders, meet monthly. During
these times they will discuss the progress of this plan, as
progress updates are required, as well as business as
usual activities.
In support of this backbone organization and its efforts,
the broader collective impact stakeholder identified
above will come together bi-annually to discuss plan
progress in more detail, identify course corrections, and
discuss next steps, gates and dates.
Strategy-level task forces or teams may need to convene
when necessary and at a more frequent cadence as
dictated by the needs of the strategy and destination.
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strategy

2.4
Enhance
the Visitor
Information
Center
experience

2.7
Economic
development
coordination

2.13
Expand
revolving loan
fund

2.9
Merchandise
The Swell
brand

2.5
Public Land
ease strategy

3.1
Re-evaluate
new visitor
targets
2.15
Main street
zoning
analysis

2.11
River
experience
gap
assessment

3.3
River
Restoration
Project
2.17
Search and
Rescue
support
programs

3.5
Recruit and
incentivize
river rental
businesses

Capitalize on Momentum and Lay Foundations (4–6 Years)

2.6
Evaluate
stakeholder
and business
needs

r
n

e

2.8
Main street
cooperative
marketing
programs

2.10
Pop-up/
guerilla
advertising
campaigns

3.7
SEO
Optimization

2.12
Green River
environmental
impact study

2.16
Main street
zoning and
incentives

2.14
Evaluate county
infrastructure

3.9
Sell or
redevelop
vacant or
underutilized
properties

3.11
Branded master
wayfinding plan

PHASE THREE: Solidify the Destination Experience (7–10 Years)

2.18
Affordable
housing
preservation

3.2
Niche outdoor
recreation
user
campaign

3.4
County-wide
RAP tax

3.6
Branded
master
wayfinding
plan

3.10
Multi-use,
multi-day river
itineraries

3.12
Affordable
housing
preservation

3.8
Small business
mentorship and
support
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The Playground
is Open
The Swell, UT BR AND GUIDELINES v1.0
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EMERY COUNTY, UTAH

TO BE MORE
SPECIFIC,
OUR NATURAL
PLAYGROUND
IS WIDE OPEN.
Because within Utah’s Swell, you’ll find
endless opportunities to ride, climb, camp,
hike or paddle. And best of all, you won’t
ever have to wait your turn. So if you’re ready
for a little breathing room, hop off the beaten
path and come out to play in the Swell.
Within our vast expanse, you’ll find rugged
ATV trails, off-the-grid camping, and plenty
of rock formation eye candy. And while our
gravel roads make getting here a little more
exciting, that’s kind of the whole point, right?
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TYPOGRAPHY
QUICK GEOLOGY LE SSON

ABOUT 50 M I LLION
YEAR S AG O, TH E
EARTH HOISTED A
HUGE CHUNK OF
L A N D U P WA R D S T O
C R E AT E T H E S A N
R A FA E L S W E L L ( A K A
“ T H E S W E L L” BY
T H O S E I N T H E K N O W. )
I T S M A N Y L AY E R S O F
S E D I M E NT R EVEAL
FISH FOSS I LS,
PR E-COLU M B IAN
A R T I FA C T S , E V E N
D I N O S AU R B O N E S .
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KEY PRINCIPLES

Through the brand exploration process,
FOUR KEY BRAND PRINCIPLES were
identified:

L AYERED

FUN

RUGGED

REBELLIOUS

These principles are helpful in guiding our process and gut-checking the tone of the collateral
and roll-out of the new brand. They act as a guiding constellation for the brand journey.
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LOGO
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LOGO SPACING + SIZE GUIDELINES

χ

χ

χ

χ

S PA C E A R O U N D LO G O

S M A L L E S T LO G O H E I G H T = . 2 I N C H E S
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LOGO WITH ACTIVITY BADGE
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LOGO WITH CITY LOCKUP
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LOGO WITH URL AND URL STANDALONE

THESWELLUTAH.COM
THESWELLUTAH.COM

Only for use on ads or applications when
the logo is NOT the main focus

The Swell, UT BR AND GUIDELINES v1.0

For use on ads or applications where the
logo is the main focus
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LOCK UP WITH UTAH LIFE ELEVATED LOGO AND ROAD TO MIGHTY

E X A M P L E W I T H LO C K U P O V E R I M A G E ( I . E . V I D E O )
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LOCK UP WITH GREEN RIVER (EQUAL WEIGHT)
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LOCK UP WITH GREEN RIVER (SUPPORTING GREEN RIVER)
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LOGO DO’S

DO reverse the logo out over photographs.
Choose areas and colors that allow
contrast for visibility

Do use the logo in the brand colors for fun
and flair.

DO reverse the logo out over photographs.
Choose areas and colors that allow
contrast for visibility
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LOGO DON’TS

don’t add multiple badges AND/OR city
tag together

don’t fill the logotype with a different color
than the surrounding badge (white is ok)

don’t outline the logo

don’t overlay the logo on a photo with low
contrast and legibility

don’t lock the logo up with the brackets

don’t isolate the logotype

The Swell, UT BR AND GUIDELINES v1.0
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BADGE SYSTEM
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DESIGN ELEMENTS

A simple dashed line brings interest
and texture to layouts and is a useful
tool for design. Its dashes are 6pt / 3pt
gap / 2pt / 2pt gap / 4pt /6 pt gap.

The stacked L’s are a playful nod to the
layers of earth pushed up by the force
of nature forming The Swell. Use the
icon reversed out over photos or to bring
emphasis or movement to layouts.
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COLOR PALETTE

The earth makes up the physical terrain and the sky captures its wonder in vistas, blue
skies, sunsets, and night skies. Both are energized by the saturated colors of play.

E ARTH

SK Y

Grounded Olive

Limestone Green

Utah Orange

Sky Teal

PMS 4495 C
C 46 M47 Y76 K21
R126 G110 B74

PMS 379 C
C13 M2 Y61 K0
R226 G226 B137

PMS 172 C
C 0 M83 Y89 K0
R240 G84 B49

3135 C
C100 M11 Y35 K0
R0 G158 B172

Free Magenta
PL AY

Rich Maroon

PMS 483 C
C 35 M96 Y87 K54
R96 G17 B22

PMS 235 C
C 44 M100 Y43 K30
R120 G23 B76
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TYPOGRAPHY

FOR HE ADLINE S

FOR BODY COPY

A

Aa

ABCDEFGHIJ K Lm
NO PQRSTUVWXYZ

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Landry Gothic Regular

Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk Regular

E.g. Headlines and short, inspiring copy in print and web.

E.g. Longer body copy in print and web, informational descriptions.
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PHOTO SAMPLING

These are photos taken by the photographer Marc Piscotty taken in partnership with the state of Utah. The photos should show action, include a person in the frame whenever possible,
show a variety of age and group demographics, and include variation in zoom and perspective. Brightly colored outdoor equipment and clothing should be authentically included to contrast
against the monochrome of the landscape. The hue should be warm, reflecting the warmth of the Utah dirt, the sun, and the campfire. Rather than pristine landscape photography, the
The
Swell,and
UT BR
AND GUIDELINES
| revon
March
21,dust
2017on |clothes,
P G 20 messy hair, etc.
photos should be
honest
warm—boots
shouldv1.0
have mud
them,

TH E
PLAYG ROU N D
IS OPE N

EMERY COUNTY AKA “THE SWELL”

DESIGN EXAMPLES

To be more specific, our natural playground is wide open.
Because within Utah’s Swell, you’ll find endless opportunities to ride,
climb, camp, hike or paddle. And best of all, you won’t ever have to
wait your turn. So if you’re ready for a little breathing room, hop off
the beaten path and come out to play in the Swell.
WE LOVE TALKI NG ABOUT OU R AR EA! LET’S KE E P TH E CONVE R SATION GOI NG

Canyonlands

Nat. Park

Tourism Office:

Direct Contact — Tina Carter

=========
115 Mi le s

Call us at:
435-381-3569

Office/Fax:
435-381-3569

If email is more your style:
info@sanrafaelcountry.com

Email:
TinaC@emery.utah.gov

www.sanrafaelcountry.com

GOBLIN
VALLEY
B I KE
AT V / OT V

H I KE

THE WEDGE
MUST SEE IN THE SWELL

MUST SEE IN THE SWELL

GOBLIN VALLEY

RAPPE L

H O R S E B AC K R I D I N G

CAM P

THE
WEDGE
B I KE
AT V / OT V

H I KE

CLIM B

H O R S E B AC K R I D I N G

CAM P

Journey to this strange and colorful valley, which is unlike

The stunning Wedge Overlook, also know as Utah’s

any other in Utah. The landscape, covered with sandstone

Little Grand Canyon, offers unparalleled views of the

goblins and formations, is often compared to Mars.

San Rafael River’s deep gorge! From the overlook, one

Explore the geology and camp among the nooks and

can see the San Rafael river twisting along the canyon
bottom. A keen eye may spy wildlife climbing the steep

gnomes. The park is home to one of the clearest, darkest

canyon sides.

night skies in the world, and has been formally designated
as an International Dark Sky Park. There’s a Visitor Center
on site and yurts and campsites are also available.
stateparks.utah.gov/parks/goblin-valley

G PS COOR D I NATE S

38°58’ N
-110°71’ W

There are picnic tables, restrooms, and camping areas

I N S I D E R TI P

available at this facility, but NO WATER.

“A Hidden Gem!” This place is pretty much out
of the way. You have to want to see this, but
you will not be disappointed.

The Swell, UT BR AND GUIDELINES v1.0
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G PS COOR D I NATE S

39°09’ N
-110°76’ W

I N S I D E R TI P

“Must see of the Swell!” If you’re in the area,
you must hit up San Rafael Swell & go to
the Wedge overlook, aka “The Little Grand
Canyon”. It’s just so breath-taking.

CAMA

R A DE

RIE

DESIGN EXAMPLES — AUXILLARY LOGOS
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HASHTAGS

Best Prac tices
Always use one or more unique tags. When appropriate, add an activity or destination
hashtag and georeference. Add appropriate hashtags that are trending on Instagram.

UNIQUE TAGS

AC TIVIT Y TAGS

DE STINATION TAGS

TRENDING TAGS

•

#swellplay

•

#hikethswell

•

#thewedge

•

#utahisrad

•

#visittheswell

•

#biketheswell

•

#goblinvalley

•

#beautahful

•

#swelltracks

•

#camptheswell

•

#rochesterpanel

•

#visitutah

•

#theswell

•

#ridetheswell

•

#joesvalley

•

#staywild

•

#swellplayed

•

#rafttheswell

•

#saucerbasin

•

#neverstopexploring

•

#swellutah

•

#bouldertheswell

•

#swaseysbeach

•

#adventureisoutthere

•

#outintheswell

•

#climbtheswell

•

#clevelandlloyddinosaurquarry

•

#lifeelevated

•

#goingswell

•

#seetheswell

•

#blackdragoncanyon

•

#theplaygroundisopen

The Swell, UT BR AND GUIDELINES v1.0
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USEFUL TIPS

File Types
Logo, Tagline, and Badge Art are provided in a variety of file types and colors. Here are a few tips:

PDF

JPEG

PNG

TIFF

This format is vector and so scalable to
cleanly reproduce at ANY scale. The files
we provided are in the Pantone (PMS)
color.

This standard bitmap file format is
provided in high res RGB color space. It is
suitable for print or web.

This bitmat file format is provided in low
res RGB color space and preserves
transparency. Good for web use.

This bitmat file format is provided in high
res CMYK color space. It is suitable for
print.

The Swell, UT BR AND GUIDELINES v1.0
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TYPOGRAPHY
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2020 Brand
Guidelines
Curated by Katie Boué
Last updated: November 2021

OBJECTIVE:

Create, manage and establish social media strategy
supporting Emery County Travel Bureau’s new outdoor
recreation destination development. Create a brand identity
that prioritizes responsible recreation and sustainable travel
that supports small businesses.

Use social media to encourage visitors to Emery
County to recreate responsibly, support local
businesses and steward a sense of ambassadorship.

TACTICS:
Create and execute social media strategy and calendar
that focuses on positive responsible recreation, shines a
spotlight on local businesses, highlights our community,
shares travel resources, and engages with 'ambassadors.'

EMERY
COUNTY'S
TOURISM
STORY

The birth of a sustainable outdoor recreation economy, from the ground up.
Giving new life to a rural economy through thoughtful development of a
tourism culture and recreation infrastructure. Economic, tourism-based
growth done right, centered on community and the landscapes.
Using social media to create funnels and pathways from ‘catchy outdoor
photo’ to local businesses, accommodations, the museums, etc.
A brand of tourism that isn’t just about “coming here, use our resources,
spend some money, and head back to your home” but it’s about building
relationships with the local community and those who love to play here.
Keep it Swell!

QUICK LINKS:
Emery County Travel Social Media Master Doc: An
ongoing weekly document for keeping notes, checking in
with Adriana + the marketing committee, and planning
content.
Emery County Brand Guidelines: Reference this for all
things logos, colors, visual branding standards, etc.
Google Photos from recent Google 360 Project: Trust
me, you’ll use this often. Excellent resources for local
business photos!
Emery County Social Media 10 Year Plan: Strategic
outlook for the next ten years.
Corragio Group Destination Discovery Meeting Notes:
Findings from the initial stakeholder strategic planning
and discovery sessions from Summer 2020.

catch the swell's vibe
THE PLAYGROUND IS
(NOT) OPEN
We no longer use language comparing
the Swell to an open playground.

KEEP IT SWELL
Encourage stewardship,
ambassadorship, responsibility,
community building, etc.

'TOURISTS'

AMBASSADORS

Focus on language that removes
transactional relationships and
cultivates deeper connections to place.

"When you come to #theSwellUtah,
you're not just a visitor–you're part of this
place."

the swell utah branding guidelines

the swell utah branding guidelines

the swell utah branding guidelines
Hashtags: Always use one or more unique tags. When appropriate, add
an activity or destination hashtag. Add appropriate hashtags that are
trending on Instagram.
Geotags: Do not geotag specific sensitive or remote locations. Use the
geotag "Utah" or "Emery County" primarily, or city location tags. Goblin
Valley State Park can be geotagged, but beware tagging specific
locations otherwise.

Primary tags: #theswellutah + #keepitswell

SOCIAL MEDIA
LOGIN
CREDENTIALS

INSTAGRAM
Link: https://www.instagram.com/theswellutah/
Account: @theswellutah
Email: travel@emery.utah.gov
Password: 3m3ryCounty!
FACEBOOK
Link: https://www.facebook.com/The-Swell-Utah-EmeryCounty-466632440139077/
Account name: The Swell Utah - Emery County
Email: Travel@emery.utah.gov
Password: Tr@v3lemery
TWITTER
Link: https://twitter.com/theswellutah
Account Name: @TheSwellUtah
Email: travel@emery.utah.gov
Password: Tr@v3lemery

SOCIAL MEDIA
LOGIN
CREDENTIALS

YOUTUBE
Link: https://www.youtube.com/user/EmeryCountyTravel
Account name: EmeryCountyTravel
Email: emerycountytravel@gmail.com
Password: 3m3ryCounty!
HOOTSUITE
Link to Scheduled Content Dashboard:
https://hootsuite.com/dashboard#/publisher/scheduled
Email: travel@emery.utah.gov
Password: Tr@v3lemery

WEEKLY SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT CALENDAR
Think of this as a
framework for ideas,
not a to-do list!
Ebb and flow with
content as the
seasons and social
needs change. When
it doubt, always lean
on user-generated
content to create a
moment of outdoor
inspiration!

USER GENERATED CONTENT
WHAT IS UCG?

Utilize user-generated content often to feature local and visitor
content, give kudos to folks who use our hashtags and tag us, and
encourage people to keep tagging us––but always ask for
permission first!
Leave a comment or send a DM to the user. Here’s a simple script
for outreach:
“Hey [insert name here], we love this image and would be
stoked to share it on our social –– may we repost (with credit
of course!) Let us know, thank you!”
Always be sure to prominently tag folks with credit when
reposting images.

USER GENERATED CONTENT
HOW TO REPOST UGC ON INSTAGRAM:

1. Download the “Repost +” app in the App Store.
2. Find the image you want to use on Instagram.
3. Click “...” in the top right corner and select “Copy Link”
4. Open the Repost + app and you should see the image in your feed.
5. Tap the image, and click “Repost”
a. Note: Make sure watermark is off
6. Select “repost this media only” or “repost all media” – you likely will only
want to repost “this” media.
7. Select “Repost to Feed”
8. The Instagram app will open up, then click the “+ Feed” button on the
bottom right
9. Tap next, do not make any edits to the image.
10. The original caption + repost credit will be copied to your clipboard – just
tap “Write a caption” and paste the content. Clean it up as needed.
11. Be sure to also tag the user in the actual photo!

Social Stats as of 11/15/2021

TWITTER
Launched April 2021
Followers: 36

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

1,270 people like this
1,348 people follow this

43 posts
1059 followers
#theswellutah = 479 posts

